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AFRICAN STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT: WOMEN
AND LEGAL CHALLENGES
GWENDOLYN MIKELL*

Political and economic anthropologists have followed closely the
struggle of African women to realize greater equity within their societies
and to alter their social status in a positive way. Many have documented
women's use of the national courts, particularly in Ghana, to resolve some
of the cultural and legal contradictions that have resulted in the "feminization of poverty." Predictably, much of the struggle lies in the intersection
of traditional gender roles and rights, and women's customary access to
economic resources such as capital and land.'
The multilayered problems of gender inequity in Africa derive from
clashes between several cultural and economic systems, power differentials,
and historical hierarchies. Modem law, on the other hand, is grounded in
procedural and individual-oriented rules of behavior derived from western
political economies.' The attempt to use modem law to resolve gender
inequities, therefore, is a complicated enterprise that produces mixed results
and embedded contradictions. Responding to increased pressure from
international monetary agencies, external women and development groups,

* Gwendolyn Mikell is Professor of Anthropology and Foreign Service, and former Chair of
the Department of Sociology at Georgetown University. She has worked in Ghana for many
years, and continues to conduct research in Ghana and in South Africa on structural adjustment,
legal change, and the impact of policy changes on women and the family. She is the author of
Cocoa and Chaos in Ghana (1989 & 1992), African Women: States of Crisis(forthcoming 1995),
and numerous other articles and reviews.
As used in this article, the term "traditional" refers to African cultural practices and mores
while "customary" is often used to refer to the colonial and elite legal constructs that generalized
and blurred traditional categories. Anthropologists have been concerned with "customary law"
more in Southern Africa than in West Africa.
2 In many parts of Africa, neither joint spousal ownership, spousal inheritance, nor certain
types of economic and commercial activities were developed under traditional law. A system that
provides for these protections poses a challenge for contemporary African politicians and jurists,
often generating controversy about intruding into the arena of traditional chiefs and leaders. See
Karen A. Mingst, JudicialSystems of Sub-SaharanAfrica: An Analysis of Neglect, 31 AFR.
STUD. REv. 135-47 (1988); Gwendolyn Mikell, Legal Change and the Negotiation of Economic
Norms Among the MatrilinealAkan, in ASSAULT ON MATRILINY (1991).
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human rights groups,3 and internal elites, Ghana is one of many African
countries passing new legislation in an attempt to modernize family law and
revamp the traditional relationship of marriage, gender, and property.4
For women, this tripartite relationship has undergone intense trauma
over the past two decades as their states have endured cycles of economic
collapse followed by political collapse. Consequently, their countries have

resorted to loans and economic restructuring programs such as those
overseen by the International Monetary Fund ("IMF") and the World Bank
("WB"). 5 These interlocking economic and political crises have had a
severe impact on women, children, and the poor.6 In Ghana and in
several other countries, malnutrition among children soared, maternal and
infant deaths increased dramatically, and education and health services for
women and girls sharply declined.7 Most troubling, however, is the

continuing feminization of poverty as structural adjustment programs
("SAPs") proceed. 8 Although other underdeveloped areas, such as Latin
America, have reported similar results after experiencing an economic

crisis followed by adjustment programs, African women seem to have

I The Food and Agriculture Organization ("FAO") offered assistance to governments in
assessing the impact of structural adjustment programs on women, and is revising their agrarian
legislation to concur with the guidelines provided by the United Nations Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. See Food and Agricultural
Organization, Plan of Action for Integration of Women in Development, CL94/13; Structural
Adjustment Programsin Sub-SaharanAfrica:A Review in the Context of TrainingProposalsfor
Agricultural Policy Analysis, No. 15. ESP/TMAP/15, 1989.
4 See Customary Marriage and Divorce (Registration) Law, P.N.D.C.L. § 112 (1985)
(Ghana) (requiring registration of all marriages); Intestate Succession Law, P.N.D.C.L. § 111
(1985) (Ghana) (guaranteeing widows predetermined share of deceased husband's property).
I Gracia Clark & Takyiwaa Manuh, Women Tradersin Ghana andthe StructuralAdjustment
Program,in STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND AFRICAN WOMEN FARMERS 217, 218-19 (Christina
H. Gladwin ed., 1991); see also Christina H. Gladwin, Introduction to STRUCTURAL
ADJUSTMENT AND AFRICAN WOMEN FARMERS, supra, at 1.

6 See Allyn L. Tayler, Making the World Health OrganizationWork: A Legal Frameworkfor
UniversalAccess to the Conditionsfor Health, 18 AM. J.L. & MED. 301, 305 (1992).
Id.; see also Brian B.A. McAllister, Note, The United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development: An Opportunity to Forgea New Unity in the Work of the World Bank Among
Human Rights, the Environment, and SustainableDevelopment, 16 HASTINGS INT'L & COMP. L.
REV. 689, 714 (1993) (accusing structural adjustment programs ("SAPs") of interfering with
health, education, and development).
I The primary goal of structural adjustment programs is to continue debt reimbursement and
facilitate further capital transfers. Brooke Schoepf & Walu Engundu, Women and Structural
Adjustment in Zaire, in STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND AFRICAN WOMEN FARMERS, supra note
5, at 165. Resources and development projects are therefore geared toward larger scale
landowners, namely men. Id.
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endured a situation unique in its intensity.9
An understanding of why economic crisis followed by SAPs have had
such a severe impact on women may aid in understanding why the current
legal change has produced mixed results for women's economic status. In
general, the history and effect of the colonial period in African countries
has had a significant impact on these countries' contemporary economic
systems.'" The African economies were geared toward the export of
agricultural products and minerals produced through traditional economic
relationships, not toward industrial, capital-intensive private ownership
relations." In fact, the colonial regime greatly benefited from traditional
land usufruct rights, polygyny, high female reproduction rates, and male
control over the domestic labor of women and children to produce export
commodities.
In the export sector, these relationships kept export
production costs down and state profits high women and children, however,
bore the burden. Comparative data shows that, even today, African
women perform approximately eighty percent of agricultural labor
and
12
contribute approximately thirty-three percent of household income.
In Ghana, influences of the colonial system have significantly
contributed to a contemporary situation where most women have been
removed from the category of land-controlling autonomous export
farmers. 3 Ghanaian women have become increasingly more dependent
upon male relatives who own export farms, and the penny profits earned
by trading domestic foodstuff in a declining domestic market. Female
education rates have decreased as more men have moved toward modern,
wage-earning sectors of the economy." Additionally, the colonial regime,

9 LONDON COMMONWEALTH SECRETARIAT, ENGENDERING ADJUSTMENT FOR THE 1990S:
REPORT OF A COMMONWEALTH EXPERT GROUP ON WOMEN AND STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT

(1989).
10See generally Theophilus F. Maranga, The Colonial Legacy and the African Common
Market: Problems and Challenges Facing the African Economic Community, 10 HARV.
BLACKLETTER J. 105 (1993) (discussing lingering effects of colonialism in Africa).
1"See supra note 10 and accompanying text.
,2 ESTER BOSERUP, WOMAN'S ROLE INECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 22 (1988). "Africa is the

region of female farming par excellence." Id. at 16. World Bank reports show that women
account for about 75% of total labor expended in agriculture, and produce more than 50% of
food consumed. INR Foreign Affairs Brief, Women in Africa:PressingforGenderEquality, Apr.
22, 1994, at 3. For additional contemporary data see Anita Spring & Vicki Wilde, Women
Farmers,StructuralAdjustment,and FAO's PlanofActionforIntegrationof Women in Development, in STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND AFRICAN 'WOMEN FARMERS, supra note 5, at 387-88.
,1See Gwendolyn Mikell, Culture, Law and Social Policy: Changing the Economic Status
of GhanaianWomen, 17 YALE J. INT'L L. 225, 231 (1992) [hereinafter Culture, Law and Social

Policy] (noting women's inability to generate income).
11See infra app., tbls. 1, 2.
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rather than investing export-derived foreign exchange in internal infrastructure and industry, encouraged either the investment of this capital abroad
or in the import of food from western countries. 5 Postindependence
African countries continued this pattern. 16 By paying producers the
lowest prices possible, countries could funnel export income to other
sectors (particularly in supporting the bureaucracy), and appease urbanites
who were increasingly distrustful of the government. Thus, women's
situation between the 1960s and the 1990s deteriorated with the desperate
competition to control foreign exchange-the only source of wealth."
The recent collapse of African economies and their subsequent
restructuring have also greatly contributed to the shaping of today's African
economies. In the late 1970s and 1980s, after the oil shocks, many African
economies collapsed because prices on export commodities fell, rural
production plummeted, and external debt rose.' 8 The foreign exchange
available was insufficient to support the predominantly male state
bureaucracy, civil service, and the urban infrastructure, and provide an
income for rural producers. In response, economic adjustment programs
from the WB and the IMF were implemented to introduce more marketoriented policies into African economies. These programs specifically
required that African countries: 1) devalue currency to destroy parallel
markets, moderate imports, and encourage diversified exports; 2) privatize
the economy by cutting subsidies for food, social services such as education
and health, and inputs for fanming; 3) create a legal and economic climate
encouraging private investment; 4) liberalize trade by removing import or
producer taxes, thus allowing market principles to operate in setting
agricultural and other prices; and 5) trim government bureaucracy, sell
many state-owned enterprises, cut wages, and retrench government
workers.' 9 Over thirty African countries have adopted these programs.

"5See Bala K. Rajagopal, Crossing the Rubicon: Synthesizing the Soft InternationalLaw of
the IMFandHuman Rights, 11 B.U. INT'L L.J. 81, 90 (1993) (observing bank president praising
Ghanaian government for laying off workers to achieve fiscal adjustment).
16 See P. Kenneth Kiplagat, An Institutionaland StructuralModel for Successful Economic
Integration in Developing Countries, 29 TEX. INT'L L.J. 39, 42 n.13 (1994) (asserting that

economic system and political policy is directed from outside country).
'7 See infra app., tbl. 3.
IS See Gladwin, supra note 5, at 1-5. See generally JEFFREY HERBST, THE POLITICS OF
REFORM INGHANA 1982-1991 (1994); Philip Ndegwa, The Economic Crisisin Africa, in AFRICA
AND THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 45-51 (Gerald K. Helleiner ed., 1985); John Ravenhill, Africa's ContinuingCrises: The Elusiveness ofDevelopment, in AFRICA INECONOMIC CRISIS
(John Ravenhill ed., 1986).
,9 GwdndolynMikell, PeasantPoliticisationandEconomicRecuperation
in Ghana:Localand
National Dilemmas, 27 J. MOD. AFR. STUD. 455, 467-68 (1989); see also Nazneen Kanji,
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African women have been severely affected by these changes,20
which were accompanied by massive male migration from rural areas,
steadily climbing divorce rates, and the abandonment of wives and

children.21 Although some women migrated, rural households primarily
became enclaves of females, children, and the elderly.2 One net result
was that female-headed households were left to continue the desperate
competition to control foreign exchange from exports. In addition, many

women wage earners were cut from urban payrolls.

In rural areas,

women's subsistence farming declined, their petty-trading businesses
collapsed,' and they were the primary victims of cuts in education and
other social services. 24 Furthermore, there were dramatic increases in

medical costs for maternity care, and phenomenal increases in infant
In Zimbabwe, for example, under
malnutrition and maternal deaths.'
structural adjustment in 1992, maternity costs rose from $140 to $500, a

price far higher than the monthly salary of the ordinary family.26
African women's groups and state leaders have been forced to

confront the feminization of poverty and the negative impacts of SAPs.
Prior to these two developments, few African countries had constitutional

provisions guaranteeing gender equity, and even fewer were active in

StructuralAdjustment in Zimbabwe: The Way ForwardforLow-IncomeWomen?, in POVERTY IN
THE 1990s: THE RESPONSE OF URBAN WOMEN 39-64 (Fatima Meer ed., 1994).
1 For example, an FAO study on food security concluded that the majority of SAPs have a
negative impact on women with respect to household food security. Women have been more
seriously affected than men by such policies as elimination of government subsidies and cuts in
social services. Spring & Wilde, supra note 12, at 397.
2 Mary Douglas, Is Matriliny Doomed?, in MAN IN AFRICA (Darryl Forde & Phyllis
Kayberry eds., 1971). For more recent support of this position, see Elizabeth Colson, The
Resilience of Kinship, in THE VERSATILITY OF KINSHIP: STUDIES IN HONOR OF HARRY
BASEHART (L. Cordell & S. Beckerman eds., 1979). Douglas's original argument was contrary
to that of Aberle and Gough. See David F. Aberle, MatrilinealDescent in Cross-Cultural
Perspective, in MATRILINEAL KINSHIP 655-727 (David M. Schneider & Kathleen Gough eds.,
1962); Kathleen Gough, The Modem Disintegration of Matrilineal Descent Groups, in
MATRILINEAL KINSHIP, supra, at 631-52.
1 See Culture,Law and SocialPolicy, supranote 13, at 230 (explaining that men leave their
families behind in search of work).
2 CLAIRE C. ROBERTSON, SHARING THE SAME BOWL: A SOCIOECONOMIC HISTORY OF
WOMEN AND CLASS IN ACCRA. GHANA (1984).
See McAllister, supra note 7, at 714.
2 In 1983 infant mortality rates rose from 80 per 100 to 120 per 1000 in seven years. Naomi
Chazan, The PoliticalTransformation of Ghana Under the PNDC, in GHANA, THE POLITICAL
ECONOMY OF RECOVERY 27 (Donald Rothchild ed., 1991); see Donald Rothchild & E. GyimahBoadi, Ghana'sEconomic Decline andDevelopment Strategies, in AFRICA IN ECONOMIC CRISIS,
supra note 18, at 254-85; Jon Kraus, The PoliticalEconomy of Food in Ghana, in COPING WITH
AFRICA'S FOOD CRISIS 75-118 (Naomi Chazan & Timothy M. Shaw eds., 1988).
26Kanji, supra note 19, at 55.
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enforcing laws protecting women's rights.
Although some leaders
grumbled about "hegemonic pressures" to address women's issues, and
responded with what anthropologists call "disemia,"27 some countries did
respond to the pressure for change. Some African leaders were hesitant to
challenge traditional laws and elevate women's legal status because they
feared that this would exaggerate the problem and foment civil unrest and
religious tensions. In addition, among themselves, African states had
somewhat different views concerning the solutions. In Nigeria, for
example, women's groups focused less on the impact of SAPs on women
and more on the general government indifference to women's rights.'
These groups insisted that three steps are necessary to eliminate female
domestic exploitation; governments must: first, visibly support the

international conventions that call for women's human rights; second,
declare women's autonomy as individual persons; third, legally reinforce
women's rights to hold property and resources as individuals separate from
men.29 Only then will changes in family law make sense and have
positive consequences.30
African countries are beginning to experience a new legal focus on
women's rights. Often this legal change coincides with pressures of
economic adjustment and democratization.3 1 Modernization of the law

I "Disemia" occurs when tutelary outsiders define the criteria of local culture and insiders
find it necessary to disguise those aspects of ordinary social life that conflict with imposed
models. It is the "play of cultural contradictions produced by conditional independence . . .
enjoyed only on the sufferance of some more powerful entity." MICHAEL HERZFELD, ANTHROPOLOGY THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS 123-24 (1989).

' See infra note 29.
29 These beliefs were expressed in May 1994 during workshops in Sierra Leone, Liberia, and
Nigeria on "Women's Legal Agenda Within the Context of Democratization," that were held by
Gwendolyn Mikell and sponsored by the U.S. Information Service. In Nigeria, workshops in
Lagos, Kaduna, and Lakoja were attended by representatives from groups such as Women In
Nigeria, FIDA (International Federation of Women Lawyers), Women's Network Caucus,
Muslim Women's Association, Legal Research and Resource Development Center, Women
Lawyers Association, as well as representatives from community groups and other civic
associations.
30Changes in legislation, institutions of marriage, divorce, and inheritance must be made in
order to improve employment practices, distribution of land, and access to education and
institutional finance. Uma Lele, Women, Structural Adjustment, and Transformation: Some
Lessons and Questionsfrom the African Experience, in STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND AFRICAN
AMERICAN WOMEN FARMERS, supra note 5, at 46, 56.
31 When the military government seized power in Ghana in 1991, it experimented for two
years with Public Tribunals and Peoples' Courts before the judiciary regained its independence
and legitimacy. The return ofjudicial autonomy occurred just as the Provisional National Defense
Council ("PNDC") government embarked upon its Economic Recovery Program. See
GWENDOLYN MIKELL, COCOA AND CHAOS IN GHANA 216-31 (1992). "Although the Public
Tribunals were not disbanded, the centrality of the civilian courts was reaffirmed." Chazan, supra
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creates an environment that supports free market reform as well as its
The
accompanying institutional framework-the democratic process.
dialogue among three major actors-the judiciary, the military government,
and the international community-has had the greatest effect on the process
of modernizing family law in Africa.32 Community leaders and women
The
play a secondary but important part in promoting legislation."
gender equity laws imposed, whether initiated by military governments or
civilian advocacy groups, face severe challenges from local culture. These
laws must be vigilantly guarded to offset the contradictions which result.
In examining the effectiveness of "imposed" law as it clashes with
cultural realities, it is appropriate to examine the issues inherent in using
the legal changes in family law to alter women's economic access to
resources.' There are two important elements of such legal change: 1)
conjugal, spousal, or nuclear family resource allocations; and 2) women's
individual access to resources within lineage, joint, or communal property
regimes. In western democracies, modern law operates in a climate which
presupposes the existence of the nuclear family within a highly capitalized
and industrialized society where many state institutions exist to reinforce
individual rights. In Africa, structural adjustment planners hoped to foster
individual rights within a rationalized economic environment, recognizing
this as a requirement for future economic stabilization. These western
concepts, however, differ from African traditional law, which has
Consequently, African
permeated the lives of indigenous people.35
women find themselves unable to take advantage of new legal rights, either
because other persons prevent them from doing so, or because they fear

note 25, at 29-30.
" See Culture, Law and Social Policy, supra note 13, at 230-31 (discussing attempts by
Kwame Nkrumah to improve women's status).
33ContraKEVIN SHILLINGTON, GHANA AND THE RAWLINGS FACTOR 157 (1992). Shillington
argues that the Federation of International Women's Lawyers and women's groups under the
leadership of the "December 31st Movement" (a national women's movement headed by the wife
of the head of state, Nana Konadu Agyeman Rawlings) pushed the PNDC into enacting a set of
laws affecting the lives of women. Id.
I See Richard Abel, Western Courts in Non-Western Settings: Patterns of Court Use in
Colonial and Neo-ColonialAfrica, in THE IMPOSITION OF LAW: STUDIES ON LAW AND SOCIAL
CONTROL 167, 169 (Sandra Burman & Barbara Harrell-Bond eds., 1979). The imposition of laws
in Africa "will have long-term, large-scale significance for society, influencing the structure of
social relations, the relationship between public and institution, and the structure of these and
ultimately other, institutions in society." Id. at 169.
3s See Culture, Law and Social Policy, supranote 13 (discussing failure to improve women's
access to resources due to ignorance of local culture by reform efforts that have imposed
international norms instead of assisting in the development of women's organizations).
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social harm in other arenas should they try.3 6

In Ghana, the Provisional National Defense Council ("PNDC")
responded to the new focus on women's rights by enacting laws affecting
women's access to economic family resources and the rights of women to
own and hold property.37 Under most traditional African law, the
"conjugal couple" is a tenuous unit because husbands and wives belong to
Few, if any, joint economic interests exist
separate family groups."
because jointly created property may be converted into the husband's
property, accessible only to members of his family.39 Recent Ghanaian
legislation, however, explicitly attempts to recognize and legally create the

concept of a conjugal family in order to achieve a certain "moral justice"
and economic access for women. 40
In Ghana, it was urban women who were first ready to take advantage
of the new family legislation to alter access to conjugal or spousal

resources-especially maintenance. 4'

Yet many urban women were

reduced to poverty and dependency by the economic crisis and, in order to
take advantage of the new laws, had to move past their traditional
inhibitions regarding seeking from men monetary payments belonging to
another lineage system.42 For example, the Marriage Registration Act
legitimized marriages made under any marital system so that women could

gain their rights as wives.43 Beginning in 1982, to utilize rights that were
I See id. at 232. During the late seventies to the mid-eighties, women's attempts to organize
and improve their economic situation were met with "political skepticism and hostility." Id. The
government accused market women of "hoarding essential commodities to elevate prices, creating
national economic stability and enriching politicians at the expense of the people." Id.
31See Gwendolyn Mikell, Equity Issues in Ghana's Rural Development, in GHANA, THE
POLITICAL ECONOMY OF RECOVERY, supra note 25, at 99 n.23 (discussing marital, intestate, and
succession laws).
11Niara Sudarkasa, The Status of Women in Indigenous African Societies, in WOMEN IN
AFRICA AND THE AFRICAN DIASPORA 29-32 (Rosalyn Terborg-Penn et al. eds., 1987).
39 FLORENCE A. DOLPHYNE, THE EMANCIPATION OF WOMEN: AN AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE

1-3, 27 (1991).
4 See Culture, Law and Social Policy, supra note 13, at 233 (discussing recent legislation).
Gwendolyn Mikell, Using the Courts to Obtain Relief. Akan Women and Family Courts in
Ghana, in POVERTY INTHE 1990s: THE RESPONSES OF URBAN WOMEN 65 (Fatima Meer ed.,
1994) [hereinafter Using the Courts].
42 See KWAME OPOKU, THE LAW OF MARRIAGE IN GHANA: A STUDY OF LEGAL PLURALISM
94-95 (1976). If a wife had been dependent on her husband for support, she would need to look
for new resources after divorce. Id. Under traditional law, there is no such institution as alimony
and the duty to maintain the wife lapses with divorce. Id.
I See Dorothy D. Vallenga, Who Is a Wife: Legal Expressions of Heterosexual Conflict in
Ghana, in FEMALE AND MALE INWEST AFRICA (Christine Oppong ed., 1982). Requests for legal
change include suggestions that wives and children be granted the right to sue for maintenance
from the estate of deceased husbands and fathers. Vallenga suggests that the increased focus on
female rights within the conjugal unit was a reaction to the breakdown of security within the
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not previously enforced, urban women also took advantage of Maintenance
of Children ordinances to make demands upon their husbands or children's

fathers." In fact, it was urban women, many of whom were single
mothers or women who had been involuntarily transformed into the female
heads of their households, who argued that they had no choice but to seek

legal redress in order to keep their children alive given the fragility of
family support during the crises in the national economy.45 There is a
contradiction, however, because, although women are legally empowered,
their access to the resources they need to determine their economic fate and
actively participate in economic development is not actually increased. In
a legal sense, these changes have lessened the control traditional culture
exercised over Ghanaian women as wives, while making them more
vulnerable as mothers and household heads. 46
For example, due to the Maintenance of Children Act, there has been
increased responsibility of husbands and fathers for the economic support
of their children. 47 Modem law now takes precedence over traditional
law in determining the economic roles and responsibilities of men as fathers

and husbands. A Ghanaian woman may now bring suit in court for regular
48
monthly child maintenance, a declaration of paternity, or custody.
Although it may take many postponements before the court succeeds in
lineage. Id.
4 See ROBERTSON, supra note 23, at 192-93. A 1951 British law for the Gold Coast required
only husbands in European-style marriages to provide support for their offspring. Id. In 1960,
the Criminal Code required all husbands to provide support for their children. Id. The 1965
Maintenance of Children Act extended responsibility for such payment to all fathers regardless
of their marital status. Id. The 1977 Maintenance of Children Decree established tribunals to hear
complaints regarding paternity, custody, and maintenance ofchildren. Id. Unfortunately, "In]one
of these measures has had a significant impact on men's actions concerning support."
ROBERTSON, supra note 23, at 193; see also W.C. ECKOWv-DANIELS, UNIVERSITY OF GHANA
INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN STUDIES, LEGUN FAMILY RESEARCH PAPERS No.1, PROBLEMS IN LAW
RELATING TO THE MAINTENANCE

AND SUPPORT OF WIVES AND CHILDREN 286-89 (1974)

(discussing impossibility of enforcing maintenance and support laws in Ghana).
I The Customary Marriage and Divorce (Registration) Law of 1985 equalized all types of
marriages by requiring that all customary, ordinance, or religious marriages be given the force
of law and state recognition. See P.N.D.C.L. § 111 (1985) (Ghana). It had the effect of
recognizing all children born of a "marriage," thus making them eligible for rights under the
Intestate Succession Law. In addition, the Administration of Estates Amendment Law recognized
the legitimacy of wills as well as the right to distribute property of the deceased under the Customary Marriage & Divorce Law. See P.N.D.C.L. § 113 (1985) (Ghana).
I See infra app., tbl. 2.
41 See TEKYIWAA MANUH, INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF GHANA-LEGON,

THE MAINTENANCE OF CHILDREN ACT IN GHANA (1985); TEKYIWAA MANUH, UN ECONOMIC
COMM'N FOR AFRICA, AFRICAN TRAINING AND RESEARCH CENTER FOR WOMEN, LAW AND THE

STATUS OF WOMEN IN GHANA (1984) [hereinafter UN ECONOMIC COMM'N].
43 UN ECONOMIC COMM'N, supra note 47; see also Using the Courts, supra note 41.
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getting fathers to the bench, the law does support the mother's right to
make these claims. Should the court find the father financially liable, as
it increasingly does, it may garnish wages, imprison, or otherwise pursue
a delinquent father.49 Unfortunately, the flexibility of men's work
situations results in the majority of women never receiving in full the
mandated sum of money, leaving them economically vulnerable.50 Any
penny profits these women make in the informal economy cannot be used
to generate additional income and alleviate poverty since the money must
be used to feed their children.
Other contradictions exist, including the fact that the new laws do not
counter traditional culture by forbidding polygyny, one of the major
reasons men have difficulty supporting families.5 Moreover, the law can
neither compel men to work for wages that would supply the mandated
funds, nor compel fathers to offer the aggrieved women and children access
to medical and other social service benefits derived from employment. In
fact, the major change within the context of the continuing economic crisis
is that the new domestic legal rights of women give rise to another
situation. Many men now hesitate to marry because they hope to avoid
new legal obligations which they believe contradict culture by making them
responsible for maintaining children they perceive as "belonging to the
wife's lineage," or children with whom they do not live. 2 In Ghana, as
in many other parts of Africa, many more men than women remarry after
divorce or widowhood. 3 Thus, both the domestic and the economic
burdens are borne by women who become de facto family heads and
remain vulnerable within the urban economy.'

49 Gwendolyn Mikell, Pleas for Domestic Relief: Akan Women and Family Courts, in
AFRICAN WOMEN: STATES OF CRISIS (Gwendolyn Mikell ed., forthcoming 1996).

o Using the Courts, supra note 41, at 65-86.
5' See generallyKathleen Gough, VariationinPreferential MarriageForms, in MATRILINEAL

supra note 21, at 614, 622-23 ("Polygyny among mates meant that the escalating
economic demands from multiple conjugal families had to be juggled, often at the expense of
children's proper feeding and maintenance."); MIKELL, supra note 31, at 209.
12 See MIKELL, supra note 53, at 209-10. The political and economic upheavals in Ghana
brought about a rise in divorce and conjugal breakup. Id. at 209. Women found it burdensome
to maintain a marriage without economic support from the husband, and men often refused to
provide maintenance for a woman and her children if she was no longer his wife. Id.
13 Her Majesty M'amohato, Queen of Lesotho, Women andAgriculture, in PROCEEDINGS OF
KINSHIP,

THE AFRICAN AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE: TECHNOLOGY, ECOLOGY, AND
SOCIETY 9-11 (Yolanda T. Moses ed., 1985). The author refers to the impact of male migration

and the creation of female-headed households in both rural and urban areas-households in which
women are economically desperate. Id.
I Divorce, polygyny, and traditional patterns of separate residences have diminished the
support women receive from their husbands. Mikell, supra note 37, at 230. Most men contribute
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Women's lack of access to real property such as land, buildings, or
capital with which they might generate sufficient resources for domestic
support and development increased in the new climate of economic crisis

and SAPs.55

Women in rural areas are especially confronted with

problems regarding access to property. In the villages surrounding the
regional capital Sunyani, the earlier generation of female cocoa farmers
who were able to secure land for export farming have virtually disappeared. 6 Younger women have not been able to become viable food and
export farmers because they are unable to make their farms productive

given the low returns, high labor costs, and pressures to turn over
productive resources to male control.' Women's farms are considered
too small and their access to capital too uncertain to be considered

worthwhile investments. Women, therefore, are unable to acquire credit
and loans with which to expand their food farms or to purchase the sprays,

fertilizers, and equipment necessary for export farming.58 Evidently, the
new legislation has not fully remedied the problems associated with

women's inability to gain and control productive farms, and reap the profits
from export or food farming. 9
In this regard, the Intestate Succession Law of 1985° provides that,

when a man dies intestate, the surviving spouse receives three-sixteenths
of the estate, the children receive nine-sixteenths, the parents receive oneeighth, and the "customary family"61 receives one-eighth. Where the

little to children's support and stop making any contributions after divorce. Id. Few women
receive gifts of land, farms, or cash upon divorce or their spouse's death, and traditional heirs
rarely provide maintenance or housing to a widow and her children. Id. These factors have all
contributed to the economic destitution of women and children, which has become a national
problem. 1d.
SSSee Vicky Okine, The Survival Strategies of Poor Families in Ghana and the Role of
Women Therein, in WVOMEN IN DEVELOPING ECONOMIES: MAKING VISIBLE THE INVISIBLE 167,
175-76 (Jocelin Massiah ed., 1993); see also Spring & Wilde, supra note 12, at 388-90.
16See Gwendolyn Mikell, GhananianFemales, Rural Economy and National Stability, 29
AFR. STUD. REV. 67 (1986); see also MIKELL, supra note 53, at 101-05 (discussing emergence

of female cocoa farmers).
s See MIKELL, supra note 53, at 107-23.
See Okine, supra note 55, at 174-75. Most women are too poor to adopt new farming
methods, and are forced to rely on shifting cultivation. Id. Women can not afford to take the
necessary risks involved in adopting new methods because a reduced crop yield would mean
hunger for their family, not simply a reduction in income. Id.
11 Culture, Law and Social Policy, supra note 13, at 233. The new laws "failed to include
women as autonomous economic producers, [and] [c]onsequently, they failed to address a number
of significant factors that affect women in the developing world." Id.
W P.N.D.C.L. § 111 (1985) (Ghana).
6, Among the Akan, the customary family is matrilineal, composed of the mother's children,
her brothers and sisters, and children of female descendants. Among patrilineal groups, the
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decedent has no children, one-half goes to the surviving spouse, one
quarter to the surviving parent, and one quarter to the customary family.
Again, however, reality differs from what the law mandates. Court cases
indicate that women do not obtain full control over the property to which
they are entitled.62 Women are often reluctant to file for letters of
administration in connection with the property, anticipating negative
reactions from family and community members.63 Even when they do file
claims, widows often face obstacles before they can proceed with the case
and exercise their rights of intestate succession; the family of the deceased
Even
often causes delays or forces these widows to "strike deals."'
where a husband expressly bequeaths property to his widow, members of
his family usually contest the will based on traditional cultural principles. 65 Alternatively, the man himself may leave a will that privileges his
sons by linking his wife and sons together as a single property-owning unit,
or the will may require the wife to either utilize the property in a certain
way or forfeit it.
A contradiction exists in legally entitling a wife to resources which she
may not have the ability to negotiate as an individual. Strong traditional
sentiments for corporate or lineage property regimes often encourage
family members to frustrate the woman's ability to exercise her modem
legal rights. Laws to counter these attacks either do not exist or are not

customary family consists of the father and his brothers, male and female children of these men,
and the future offspring of male members. See J.B. DANQUAH, AKAN LAWS AND CUSTOM
(1928); N.A. OLLENU, CUSTOMARY LAND LAW IN GHANA (1966).
62The data collected at the High Court in the Sunyani-Brong Ahafo region of Ghana illustrate

the frequency with which property devolution cases are enforced or challenged by widows and
family members. See infra app., tbl.4.
I Culture, Law and Social Policy, supra note 13, at 233-34. Court cases show that women
have a great deal of difficulty obtaining control or ownership of farms "to which they have
contributed crucial labor." Id. at 233. Males make up the large bulk of applicants requesting
inheritance rights, letters of administration, or probate of a will. Id. at 233-34. Wives who do
take action and testify in an effort to retain the land are seldom given exclusive control of it. Id.
at 234. Members of the deceased male's family often feel that the widow has no right to the land.
Id.
4 Culture, Law and Social Policy, supra note 13, at 234. Traditional society refuses to
reward women's labor, and instead relies on the view that such labor belongs to the matrilineage
and is not deserving of compensation. Id. Although widows hope that the deceased male's family
will give compensation to her and her children out of the estate, this is usually not the case and
widows are often forced into the courts. Id.
I Culture, Law and Social Policy, supra note 13, at 234. Many women cannot afford legal
counsel to fight the family, and are also not willing, in many cases, to endure the social tensions
caused by their pursuit of claims against the family members. Id. In cases where women are
awarded property, the husband's family may accuse the woman of acquiring the property through
"witchcraft." Id.
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enforced. Thus, women argue that "the legislation has no teeth."66 In

fact, the process of litigation itself may make women more economically
dependent upon men. In response, some women have begun to support the
revival of women's community-based traditional mechanisms of dispute
resolution, such as the "Queen Mother" system,67 in order to avoid the
social complications which accompany the use of the modem court system.
Women's hesitation to assert their legal rights is compounded by the fact
that dual or triple legal systems still exist. The legislation has neither
removed the participation of the larger lineage or kinship group in the

economic affairs of husband and wife, nor eliminated their economic
interests
women's
achieved
property

in the estate owned by one of the partners.6 8 By emphasizing
rights to inherit and own property, when women have not
the economic and social capacity to gain complete control of
or to benefit from it sufficiently to support themselves and their

children, the law has created a false image of women's rights.
The need for legal rights to economic resources remains a major
problem confronted by many African women. Some scholars suggest that,
even when laws are introduced to remove inequities under the customary
system, the customary system continues to operate. Polygyny, a system

that originally helped sustain the food production system,69 continues to
exist even though it may now complicate the distribution of land following
the husband's death. In Liberia and other areas, women's economic status
is still inhibited by the continued customary practice of repaying dowries
or "damage fees" to the man's family if the widow chooses to leave the
family and pursue her autonomous economic livelihood.7' Thus, legal aid

projects are needed to assist women in winding their way through the legal
I There is now an intense negotiation of traditional kinship roles and norms as men position
themselves relative to this legislation. They seek to redefine themselves as "heads of households"
or as the "customary heir" so that they can gain control over women who seek to exercise their
rights through the new laws. In some cases, men convert to Islam, so that property can be
transmitted to those heirs they designate and not to others. See Gwendolyn Mikell, Assault on
Matriliny (unpublished manuscript in process).
67Culture, Law and Social Policy, supra note 13, at 228-29 & n.18. The "Queen Mother"
court system is the traditional method of settling disputes, in which a female in the royal family
is responsible for handling domestic disputes of the women in the clan. Id.; see Okine, supra note
55, at 189-90 (discussing woman's informal organizations and support networks).
I Culture, Law and Social Policy, supra note 13, at 230. Despite the changes in the law,
women's rights are defined by the traditional legal system rather than by the new laws which
allow women greater property rights. Id.
69See supra note 51 and accompanying text.
70See OPOKU, supra note 42, at 95. Traditionally, a woman responsible for divorce was
required to refund the dowry to the husband as well as other material items the husband bought
for the household during the marriage. Id.
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hurdles of resource access and control.71
In conclusion, there are three major points that should be emphasized.
First, it is clear that the unstable economies of the 1980s have created
situations encouraging the feminization of poverty, and that attempts to
restructure the economy by aligning it with the market have failed to
change the fact that women still remain the neglected partners. 72 Structural adjustment programs required financial sacrifices which, almost without
exception, negatively affected many arenas essential to women's wellbeing-health, education, and access to agricultural resources capital. 73
Second, other ameliorating factors, such as quiet gender conditionalities attached to SAPs, have raised the issue of the relationship between
women's legal rights and women's economic access and power. It is too
optimistic to assume that the legal right to own property and economic
resources will give women the power to participate as individuals in
receiving resources and developing the national economy.
Third, there appear to be some prerequisites for women to actively
participate in economic development. Some authorities conclude that none
of the changes that have surrounded structural adjustment have addressed
the severe structural problems that women face. Women must have
improved land rights, adequate access to credit, productive input, and
extension training in order to relieve the "heavy burdens placed on them
to meet the productive and reproductive needs of their households."'74
Women, development experts, and those who have studied the impact
of structural adjustment are in agreement that rights to land ownership,
access to credit, and ownership of capital are essential for African women
to be able to fully participate in development. Prior to the focus on
women's legal rights, the agricultural departments of some African
countries sporadically addressed women's needs. These attempts, however,

71See JEANETTE E. CARTER & JOYCE MENDS-COLE, WOMEN IN DEV. PROJECT, UNIVERSITY
OF LIBERIA, LIBERIAN WOMEN: THEIR ROLE IN FOOD PRODUCTION AND THEIR EDUCATIONAL

AND LEGAL STATUS 186-87 (1982).

-See Culture, Law and Social Policy, supra note 13.
7 The "ultimate test" of a government's commitment to women's rights is the extent to which
it encourages institutions which empower women rather than solely focusing on family-oriented
social policies. Id. at 235. Women's needs have often been in conflict with the government's
political goals and quest for economic recovery through structural adjustment policies. Id. at 23536.
4Though Ghanaian women have been sustaining their own households and much of the
economy, their roles are not recognized by any meaningful state support. Okine, supra note 55,
at 191. The lack of political concern for women and their growing economic role leaves crucial
decisions affecting women "in the hands of people who have entirely different sets of priorities."
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were never consistent or effective and often ceased during the economic

crises leading up to structural adjustment.75 Nongovernmental organizations have assisted women's economic activities since 1975, but have been
unable to effectively interact with government ministries.7 6 In places like
Kenya, Sierra Leone, and Swaziland, where only men own land, women's
bureaus need to broaden their mandates to include legal issues affecting

women's land ownership. 77
Recent attempts to modernize family law under the diverse chaotic
conditions that existed in Africa during the 1980s demonstrate that, while

women's economic rights are on the agenda, women's economic status
continues to be held hostage by cultural forces and by the contemporary
dynamics of the state and global marketplace. On paper, policymakers can
claim that women as wives have been given rights. The final question,
however, is how policy makers will "put teeth in the legislation," so that
women's ownership rights will be reinforced at all levels-domestic, local,

community, and national. In the coming years, one of the major challenges
facing those concerned with women's rights and gender equity will be to
support the growing number of indigenous, grassroots groups and

organizations.

These groups are attempting to inform women of their

rights, support women as they pursue rights through the modern legal
system, and offer alternative cultural routes to achieve a level of economic
stability and participation that can supplement reliance on the court
system.

78

15See Culture,Law and SocialPolicy, supra note 13, at 235. At least a third of all Ghanaian
households are headed by women, and at least 70% of the women are the household's main
source of income. Id. Yet legal changes have not sufficiently addressed the economic problems
these women face, and the government's social policies to improve women's economic status need
much improvement. Id.
76The International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and other international funding
agencies have made attempts to "seek broadened socioeconomic participation for women." Id.
Ghana, however, has not responded effectively, and has been influenced to promote the "nuclear
family" and "paternal responsibility" in order to receive Western aid. Id. The government's
commitment to women has been largely influenced by the desire to obtain foreign aid, rather than
for the purpose of improving women's economic rights. Culture,Law and Social Policy, supra
note 13, at 235.
71 FLORENCE A. DOLPHYNE, THE EMANCIPATION OF WOMEN: AN AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE

87-88 (1991).
78 See Okine, supra note 55, at 189-90 (discussing women's informal organizations and

support networks). Self-help organizations have been formed by the women themselves as a
means of promoting solidarity and self-help measures. Id. at 189. The networks enable women
to socialize household chores and economic activities. The National Council on Women and
Development has backed a cooperative association aimed at introducing women to new and more
productive economic technologies. Id. at 190; see also Culture, Law and Social Policy, supra
note 13, at 238-39 (encouraging grassroots organizations to help improve women's access to
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APPENDIX
TABLE 1

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA: MALE-FEMALE DATA
(Percentages 1975-1991)

COUNTRY

ADULT
LITERACY
M/F

TOTAL
FERTILITY
RATE

INFANT
MORTALITY
PER 1000
LIVE/BTH

1991

1985

1991

1991

50.0

6.1

-

-

Burkina Faso

28/09

6.5

7.1

119

Chad

42/18

-

5.3

134

Cote d'Ivoire

67/40

7.0

6.8

97

Ghana

70/51

6.5

6.3

86

Kenya

80/58

8.0

6.4

69

Nigeria

62/40

6.9

6.5

118

Swaziland*

(65.)

6.5*

-

156*

Tanzia

62/31

6.5

7.0

105

Zaire

84/61

6.7

6.2

99

Zambia

81/65

6.8

6.9

79

Zimbabwe*

(50.)

8.0*

-

66*

AFRICA TOTAL

* Data available only for 1986.

(-) Data in parenthesis is in an aggregate, not by male/female.
Source: Worid Development Reports, 1985 and 1990 (World Bank, Oxford UP); African
Socio-Economic Indicators 1986, Economic Commission for Africa; and Wrld Fact Book,
Central Intelligence Agency, 1986, 1991.

resources and economic status).
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TABLE 2
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY BY SECTOR AND SEX 1970-1986
(Percentages)_

COUNTRY

AGRICULTURE
M/F

INDUSTRY
M/F

SERVICES
M/F

1970

1986

1976

1986

1970

1986

Burkina Faso

89/88

86/85

4/3

5/4

7/9

9/11

Cote d'Ivoire

70/97

53/72

8/3

12/6

23/10

35/22

Ghana

61/55

55/49

18/15

21/17

21/30

24/34

Kenya

81/90

75/84

8/2

11/3

11/8

14/13

Nigeria

71/71

65/68

13/6

15/7

16/23

20/25

Swaziland

76/87

62/80

10/1

16/2

15/11

22/15

Tanzia

86/95

76/90

5/3

8/4

15110

21/16

Zaire

66/98

53/93

17/-*

22/4

17/2

25/4

Zambia

73/86

66/85

11/1

14/2

16/6

20/14

*(-) Value is less than one.
Source: African Socio Economic Indicators 1986, Economic Commission for Africa, Table
8, pp. 14-15. Since numbers are rounded off, they may not equal 100.
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TABLE 3
DOMESTIC PROFILE OF GHANAIAN URBAN WOMEN
1990 Accra Family Court Cases*
MALE PARTNER'S
OCCUPATION

WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONS
37.9%

Trading

Trading

10.3%

Business owner

4.6%

Business owner

6.9%

Blue collar

11.0%

Blue collar

34.9%

White collar

17.0%

White collar

39.0%

Unemployed

19.6%

Unemployed

6.9%

Other

4.0%

Other

2.0%

Not given

5.9%

Not given

TOTAL

100%

TOTAL

100%

WOMEN'S MARITAL STATUS
Customary marriage

7.8%

Ordinance marriage

3.9%
26.2%

Divorced (customary and
ordinance)

Separated

2.6%

Never married

32.7%

Not given

22.9%

TOTAL

100%

MEAN NUMBER OF CHILDREN PER WOMAN

=

1.93

RESIDENTIAL STATUS OF PARTNERS
Conjugal

5.1%

With lineage

7.3%

With extended family

13.2%
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Separate

72.8%

Other

1.5%

TOTAL

100%
PRIMARY CONCERNS IN FAMILY COURT CASES

Maintenance of children

58.8%

Medical costs

27.1%

Custody or visitation

13.1%

Other

1.0%

TOTAL

100%

OTHER FEES REQUESTED IN ADDITION TO MAINTENANCE
Education costs

18%

Medical costs

27%

Medical and education

44%

Medical, education and job training
5%
Medical, education and other

5%

Other

1%

TOTAL
* N = 153
Source: Mikell sample-Accra Family Court Cases, 1990.

100%
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TABLE 4
PROPERTY DEVOLUTION CASES IN THE
HIGH COURT, SUNYANI, GHANA
(1986-1990)*
APPLICANTS

CAVEATORS

#i

%

#

%

3

(12%)

0

0

Brother

4

(16%)

4

(40%)

Family head

1

(4%)

1

(10%)

Sister

2

(8%)

0

0

Niece/Nephew

2

(8%)

2

(20%)

WIFE ALONE

0

0

0

0

WIFE and CHILDREN

2

(8%)

1

(20%)

Son

1

(4%)

1

(10%)

Daughter

0

0

0

0

EXECUTORS OF WILL (all male)

10

(40%)

1

(10%)

TOTAL APPLICANTS/
CAVEATORS

25

(100%)

10

(100%)

# OF WILLS

13 of 25

(52%)

n.a.

n.a.

# OF MUSLIMS

8 of 25

(32%)

2

(20%)

LINEAGE and WIDOW
LINEAGE

CHILDREN

* Data collected during August 1990 directly from individual dockets in the High Court,

Sunyani Brong-Ahafo, Ghana.

